
In November 2016, the well-known mountain explorer Tom Nakamura 
with his regular companion Tsuyoshi Nagai, both now in their eighties,  

travelled along the Yarlung Tsangpo east of  the ancient and strategic  
Tibetan city of  Tsetang, 183km south-east of  Lhasa and transcribed on 
Chinese maps as Zetang. The S306 road follows this section of  the river,  
which becomes the Brahmaputra downstream. Nakamura writes that this 
area is now heavily restricted because of  its proximity with the Indian  
state of  Arunachal Pradesh. This sensitivity has only increased follow-
ing China’s attempt to drive a road into Doklam, a high narrow plateau  
Bhutan claims as sovereign territory, prompting Delhi to send troops 
to Bhutan. Nakamura’s journey saw him photographing the Bobonung  
glacier, rock peaks in the Nyel Japo massif  further west along the S306,  
and north-east of  Tsetang, north of  Mt Worde Kangge. Nakamura writes 
that special permits are required from Public Security Bureau and the  
People’s Liberation Army. This gallery of  photos from his trip shows the 
mountaineering potential of  the region.
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The north face of Nyel Japo (6150m) rising immediately south  
of the Yarlung Tsangpo. (All images Tamotsu Nakamura)

The holy mountain of Worde Kangge (5996m), also known as Ode Gungyel. 
The great reformist monk Tsongkhapa (1357-1419) spent a six-year retreat 
here, meditating in a cave and founding the monastery of Olka Choling.  
The sixth Dalai Lama is said to have climbed the peak, burning juniper on the 
summit. Ode Gungyel is the patriarch of nine deities, among them Nyenchen 
Tanglha, a mountain more familiar to mountaineers.
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The equally impressive east face of 
Nyel Japo. Its altitude is taken from the 
Russian 1:200,000 map of the area.

The north face of peaks of c6,000m 
surrounding the Bobonung glacier 
valley.

A closer detail of the same north face.

A 6,000m peak north-west of the  
Bobonung massif.

Chipula (6152m), the north-east face  
of the west end of the Bobonung massif.
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Pakistan 2016

In 2016 there were 33 registered expeditions plus the Nanga Parbat winter 
expeditions; permits are not required in Pakistan for mountains under 

6,500m, so this only includes those above that height. Of  the registered ex-
peditions, 25 were to 8,000m peaks. Various reports indicate that the sum-
mer of  2016 had constant south-westerly airflows with no high-pressure 
centres, leading to unstable weather through the whole summer season: Au-
gust 2016 was particularly wet in the Karakoram.

The security situation seems to have improved, however the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office is still advising not to travel on the Karakoram high-
way between Islamabad and Gilgit; this can be circumvented by the regular 
daily flights from Islamabad to Gilgit or Skardu. Some issues around per-
mits were encountered in 2016, including entry denied to a climber due to 
Sherpa team members, as there is informal insistence on using Pakistani 
high-altitude porters on 8,000m peaks in Pakistan. There are also still some 
inconsistencies around requirements for a liaison officer; in theory only the 
Line of  Control, Baltoro peaks and Afghan border need a liaison officer but 
that wasn’t always what was enforced in practice.

Five of  the magic 8,000m peaks are in Pakistan, and these attracted the 
vast majority of  registered expeditions for 2016. In the summer of  2016 over 
100 climbers attempted K2, a record number, none of  whom were success-
ful due to a major avalanche on 23 July that swept around camps three and 
four. There were reports of  queues on the mountain, leading to the question 

The unclimbed west face of Chiring I (6861m). (Christof Nettekoven)


